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Consulting Prep Workshops 
Session 2: Key Messages 
April 1, 2017 



2017 BCC Capture Consulting Offers Program 

NEWLY DESIGNED for 2017!! 
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CCO Core 

Modules 
Prep Checks 

 
 

 
 

Formerly 
Workshops 

CCO Catalyst 

Small Group 
1-1 Coaching 

 
 

 
Formerly 

Bootcamps 

CCO Case 

Core: Solving 
Approach 
Catalyst: Practice 

Workouts: Small 
group, topic 
practice 

Individual Coaching 

General coaching 
Application review 
(resume, essays, 
cover letters) 

Interview 
preparation 
Interview practice 

Mock interviews 

Integrated Program | Full Summer of Activities | Focused on Success 

Individual Registration | Fee 
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Capture Consulting Offers – CCO Core Dates 

Session Date Topic / Outline 

1 
3/11 

TODAY 
Kickoff – Consulting Job Search Preparation 

2 April 1 Strategy – Positioning, Key Messages, Elevator Pitch 

3 May 6 

Get the Interview: Resume Deep Dive 
•  Fine-tuned resumes for consulting 
•  Best-in-Class resume elements 
•  Resume evaluation 

4 May 27 Prep Check #1 
Get the Offer – Experience Interview Foundations 

5 June 10 Get the Offer – Experience Interview Deep Dive 

6 July 8 Prep Check #2 
Get the Interview – Symposium Readiness, Cover Letters 

7 Aug 5 Prep Check #3 

8 Sep 9 Prep Check #4 

9 Sep 30 Prep Check #5 



CCO Case Core and Catalyst 
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Case Core Case Catalyst 

Student Cost 
$50  

(For Case Core and Catalyst) 

1st Offering 

Sun, April 9 

10:00am  

OR 

3:00pm 

(Register for 1 session) 

Sun, May 7 

10:00am 

2nd Offering 
(Based on interest 

level) 

Sun, Jun 4 

10:00am 

Sat, June 24 

4:45pm 
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TO REGISTER FOR PROGRAMS AND 

ACCESS SESSION MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

GO TO 

www.archcareerpartners.com/bcc-2017 
 



ACTION 

In SESSION 3, 2-3 student resumes will be reviews. 

 

If you would like yours reviewed, email to  

pam@archcareerpartners.com 

BY May 1, 5PM 

 

RESUMES reviewed during Session 3 will receive a follow-
up coaching session to discuss feedback. 
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Today’s Agenda 

①  Key Messages: Formulation 

②  Big 3 Questions: Outline Key Points 

③  Essays and Cover Letters 

④  Wrap-up / Q&A 
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Capture Consulting Offers 
Key Messages: Formulation 

8 



Overview – How Firms Assess 
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Networking 
Interaction 

Resume 

Cover Letter 

Essay 
Questions 
(other firm-

specific 
elements) 

To get an 
interview 

Case Study 

Experience 
Questions 

Fit 

Other Firm 
Specific 

To get an 
offer 

One word: 
RIGOROUS 

Contribute to 



To Get an Interview – Reminder 

¤  You must: 
¤  Standout and be distinctive 

¤  Demonstrate your ability to impact and drive change 

¤  Present the key skills consulting firms seek, especially: 
¤  Leadership 

¤  Analytics 

¤  Problem solving 

¤  Application documents (resume/cover letter) need to: 
¤  Be focused 

¤  Be purposeful 

¤  Be of the highest caliber 

¤  Show your rock star qualities! 
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Key Messages: Connections 
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Formulating Key Messages 

BUILDING BLOCKS 
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Your Spark 

Your Strengths 

Your Career Goals 



Creating Your Key Messages 

When you put everything together 
…do you make clear? 
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Starting Point: SPARKS 

REFLECTION 
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What motivated 
you to study 

X 

What has been 
your proudest 

accomplishment 

What experience 
generated your 

interest in 
business 



Strengths: Your Professional Fingerprint 
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Education 

Culture 

Company 

Industry Dynamics 

Roles 

Managers 

MOTIVATIONS & 
INTERESTS 

INNATE SKILLS & 
TALENTS 



Strengths!! 

ExCEL Analysis: Identifying and Building Strengths 
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Ex Examples •  Inventory experiences, projects, situations which 
align to the skill area to think about. 

•  To be a strength, there should be multiple examples 

C Circumstances •  Think about the backdrop of those examples: What 
was hard or complex, what was special, what was 
the business situation/need 

•  What can you describe that gives life to your 
experience (more specific than the job description) 

E Evidence •  What specific examples can you identify of 
particular actions for the chosen skill 

•  Are there tangible results/outcomes associated 
with the examples for this strength 

L Likeness •  What are the key words that the role you are 
targeting uses to describe this strength 



Strengths!!: Make Unique to You 
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•  Required for the 
role 
•  Expected of 

MBAs 
•  Slight differences 

among firms 

Ex: Examples 
Projects 

C: Circumstances 

E: Evidence 

L: Likeness 



Example: Leadership Strength 

How to clarify your strength and make unique to you 



Strengths!! 

EXAMPLE: Leadership 
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Leadership Definitions (Selected) 

Leadership Characteristics:  
Proactive vs. reactive, flexible/adaptable, a good communicator, 
respectful, quiet confidence, enthusiastic, open-minded, resourceful, 
rewarding, well-education, open to change, interested in feedback, 
evaluative, organized, consistent, delegator, initiative 

- Holden Leadership Center, University of Oregon 

Leadership Traits:  
Awareness, decisiveness, empathy, accountability, confidence, optimism, 
honesty, focus, inspiration 

- Inc., Peter Economy 

Leadership Qualities:  
Intelligence, toughness, determination, vision, and high degree of emotional 
intelligence (e.g., self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and 
social skill) 

- Harvard Business Review, Daniel Goleman  

Be clear on definitions and skill 
characteristics  



Strengths!! 

EXAMPLE: Leadership (cont.) 
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Firm Leadership Definition 

Bain & Co •  Looking for all-rounders — independent thinkers who thrive as part of a team. 
•  Works with, and develops, some of the worlds' top leaders with the capacity not only to 

contribute to teams, but to lead them and our clients' organizations to change. 

•  Demonstrated leadership, whether through work, school or extracurricular activities, frames 
your application in a favorable light. 

Boston 
Consulting 
Group 

•  A path is useless unless you can lead others to it. Can you persuade with facts and with 
empathy? Can you bring traffic to the road less traveled?  

•  We see teams as a means not only to solve problems but to lead.  

•  Enjoy intense interaction among junior BCGers, senior partners, and clients. Here leadership 
is not tied to hierarchy or experience.  

•  Your voice and ideas are valued regardless of your tenure. And your reward for arguing 
and implementing your ideas? The leader you become in the process. 

McKinsey & 
Co 

•  The ability to take people forward and act as a catalyst for productive teamwork 
•  Recognize that different people lead in different ways; appreciate diversity of gifts that 

make some people capable of inspiring others to rally behind them.  

•  We help create positive change within client organizations—and our own.  
•  Some say we are a leadership factory based on the CEOs, entrepreneurs, politicians, and 

social-change agents we develop. (Cite 300+ CEOs are alumni) 



Strengths!! 

EXAMPLE: Leadership (cont.) 
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Ex Examples 1)  Wholesale group margin decline: Alternative hypothesis 
2)  Wholesale group pricing approach change: Analysis using 

contribution margin 
3)  Transoceanic capacity purchase: Pricing/capacity assessment 
4)  Quarterly network statistics: Change to reporting tools 
5)  EWGA: Founding local chapter 

C Circumstances •  Rapid technology change 
•  Charting new territory 
•  High competitive pressure 
•  Doubt, resistance 
•  Young, junior by level 

E Evidence •  Changed Sr. management’s understanding of the issue’s root 
cause, created process change 

•  Enabled sales wins, faster evaluation, retained margins 
•  Robust dialogue by senior management on trade-offs 
•  More accuracy, faster preparation, improved credibility 
•  Created 300-member organization 

L Likeness •  Proactive 
•  Initiative 

•  Visionary 
•  Accountable 

•  Influential 
•  Change 



Strengths!! 

EXAMPLE: Leadership (cont.) 
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Leadership strength – I am… 
 

•  Proactive at identifying needs/opportunities, in environments 
where new territory is being charted 

•  Persuade decision-makers, overcome objections and doubts 
•  Able to put in place new initiatives that changed thinking/ways of 

doing business and made a large impact to the organization and 
stakeholders 

•  Successful even though often the most junior person by level or 
years of experience 



Strengths: Template 
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Ex Examples  
 
 
 
 
 

C Circumstances •    
•    
•    
•    
•    

E Evidence •    
•    
•    
•    

L Likeness •    
•    

•    
•    

•    
•    

Strength: 



Your Career Goals 

REFLECTION 
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What do you seek 
to impact? 

What is a role of 
significance you 
aspire to in the 

future? 

What work is not 
work after doing it 

for hours? 



Capture Consulting Offers 

Big 3 Questions: Outline Key Points 
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Key Messages 
Interview Elements: A Comprehensive Look 
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Interview Elements 

TMAY 
(Tell me About Yourself) 

AKA: Introduction of your background 
AKA: Elevator pitch 
AKA: Resume walkthrough 

B3Q’s 
(Big 3 Questions) 

1.  Why consulting? 
2.  Why this firm? 
3.  Why you? (Your strengths - differentiated) 

EQ’s 
(Experience Questions) 

•  Focus on consulting skills 
•  May be firm specific 
•  Use SOAR 
•  Include a story/example 

Cases 
•  Structured / unstructured 
•  Chart or data review / verbal information delivery 
•  Written / verbal (traditional) 



Why 
Consulting 

? 

Why You 
? 

Why Firm 
? 

u What are they? 

u When are they asked? 
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In a networking 

conversation 

In a cover letter 

In your resume 

walkthrough 

To answer a specific 

interview question 

At dinner with a 

partner 

Any time, in any 

setting! 
At the close of your 

interview 

Key Messages 

“Big 3” Questions (B3Q’s) 



Key Messages 

“Big 3” Questions (B3Q’s) 

 
 
As you define your key messages, shape your 
content with the following in mind: 
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How to Generate the Greatest Impact 
AND Differentiate Yourself 

Personalize 

•  You don’t have to be “unique”  - not necessary to try to be the first person 
ever to say  something 

•  Tie to your own experiences – you are the only person with your 
experience 

Create 
Likeness 

•  Show your research 
•  Use the consultants language 
•  Showcase work  as big  picture, with senior executives, complex – where 

possible 

Establish 
Credibility 

•  State  key background elements that are attention getters (e.g., industry 
focus, blue chip company names, roles, work with consultants, special 
programs)  

•  Consider – will a client be confident with you based on your messages? 

Generate 
Impact 

•  Convey impacts/results (not tasks or responsibilities) 
•  Use powerful words (e.g., early promotion, complex, initiated, first, 

awarded, exceptional, exceeded,  complex, consulting-like) 



Key Messages 

“Big 3” Questions (B3Q’s) 
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Big Picture •  No single right answer 
•  But, many wrong answers 
•  Say what reflects you and your positioning 

What is Tested •  Communication skills 
•  Client presentation 
•  Presence – poise and executive comfort 

Keys to Success •  Remember – you are constantly demonstrating value 
(e.g., selling yourself) 

Keep in Mind •  You may not secure the offer here…but, you may not 
get an offer because of responses 

Unique for  
PhD students 

•  Why PhD and now business: Make a logical connection 
•  Years of experience: If above average, can you adapt 

to the consulting lifestyle, work, and level 
•  Key: Present the opportunity, don’t be defensive 



� Why Consulting? 

Big Picture Firms want to know that you want the job – for what you 
can contribute and that it connects to your career 
roadmap 

What is Tested •  You have done your homework/research about the true 
role, work, requirements of management consulting 

•  Your positioning and your skills needed to be successful 
in consulting 

Keep in Mind •  You may not be asked this question directly – you may 
need to work it into a conversation 

•  This might be a great conclusion/ending statement at 
the end of your resume walkthrough 

Keys to Success •  Be specific – general statements such as “I enjoy 
problems solving” don’t work well 

•  Be personal – provide a connection to the career, if you 
have a short story or experience to share, do it 

•  Be “mature” – “I love to travel” and “I’m excited to sit in 
the boardroom and advise CEO’s” does not present well 

Key Messages 

“Big 3” Questions (B3Q’s) 
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�  Why Firm? 

Big Picture Firms want to know you want to work for them 

What is Tested •  You have done your homework/research about the firm 
and gone beyond the surface – demonstrates 
commitment 

•  You are a good fit for the firm, its culture, and approach 
•  If made an offer, will you accept it 

Keep in Mind •  May or many not be a direct question 
•  May need to weave into a conversation proactively 
•  Watch name dropping, but, don’t hesitate to tout your 

efforts 

Keys to Success •  Be knowledgeable – Use the firms terminology (e.g., 
projects, titles, industries, service offerings) 

•  Be interested – Demonstrate the research you have 
done (reading and networking) to convey your 
enthusiasm 

•  Be balanced – Avoid “You are my #1 choice) 
•  Be analytic – Use criteria/considerations to talk about 

why you want to be at this firm 

Key Messages 

“Big 3” Questions (B3Q’s) 
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� Why You? (aka: Your Strengths!!) 

Big Picture Firms want to hear how your skills make you a top 
candidate 

What is Tested •  You have the foundational skills and types of 
experiences needed to be a consultant 

•  Your ability to differentiate yourself among a talented 
group of MBA candidates 

Keep in Mind •  This topic may appear in many forms 
•  Could be asked as a behavioral question – “Tell me your 

strengths”, “Why should we hire you,” “How do you 
standout among your classmates” 

•  Can be a conclusion to your resume walkthrough 

Keys to Success •  Be concise – Short response:  Simple, memorable 
•  Be personal – Use specific examples/statements, not 

generalities 
•  Be powerful – Use strong statements, evidence, and 

results 
•  Be relevant – Connect to the role AND the firm 

Key Messages 

“Big 3” Questions (B3Q’s) 
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Capture Consulting Offers 

Elevator Pitch 

33 



Introductions/Big 3 Q’s 
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Resume Walkthrough (TMAY) 
Big 3 Q’s 

Long Elevator Pitch 
Big 3 Q’s 

Short Elevator  
Pitch 

Big 3 Q’s 

•  Interviews 
•  Informational 

interviews (some) 

•  Informational interviews 
(some) 
• Coffee chats 
• Firm events/dinners 

• Crop circles 
•  Informational interviews 

(some) 

2-2 ½ minutes 

60 seconds 

30 seconds 
10 seconds 

Where Used Max Length Version 

At any Networking Event/Mtg, be 
ready to answer:  

1.  Tell me about yourself 
2.  Why consulting 
3.  Why you (your strengths ) 

4.  Why firm 



Elevator Pitch: Content Options 
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Name 

Professional positioning - Future focused 

Company (or companies) 

School (if outside of “campus”) 



Elevator Pitch: Content Helps 
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Name 

•  First name clearly 
•  Use the first name you go by 
•  Pause before last name 
•  If you have a “complex” name, consider a memory 

helper 

Professional 
Positioning 

•  Don’t discuss based on your prior career – connect to 
consulting 

•  Ex: “I am an engineer, today, focused on improving 
our product attractiveness and speed to market” 

•  Connect to your “value” as a consultant 

Companies 
•  If you work or worked for blue chip, brand name firms 

– NAME them 
•  If your firm is lesser known, describe it (in just a few 

words) 

Your school 
•  Use: Chicago Booth 
•  It is unnecessary to describe yourself as a PT student 

unless relevant to the conversation 

Aim for 20 
seconds 



Capture Consulting Offers 

Wrap-Up / Q&A 
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¤ Strong assessment of you 

¤ Fingerprint 

¤ Aim, Fire (Focus!) 

¤ Tell stories 

¤ SHOW IMPACT 
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Wrap-Up 



Key Messages: Connections 
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Remember: Your End Goal 
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Wrap-Up / Discussion 

“If I had eight hours to chop 
down a tree, I’d spend six 
sharpening my axe.” 

― Abraham Lincoln  

Pam Schilling 
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